
What do you get with HPE Infosight?

Delivering more intelligent IT  
with HPE Infosight
An innovative AI solution from HPE, InfoSight utilises cloud-based 
machine learning to deliver valuable information on the health of  
your infrastructure, helping to safeguard against the threat of  
disruption and delays all too common in modern IT.

By creating a smarter and more autonomous data centre 
infrastructure, Infosight helps you manage this complex, challenging 
environment while simultaneously supporting digitally-powered 
solutions, improving customer experiences, and freeing up valuable 
employee time. It also has the added advantage of working 
across the HPE Proliant, Synergy and Apolloservers and Nimble 
storage ecosystem, bringing together the insights and operational 
enhancements these systems offer.   
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of problems  automatically  
predicted and resolved*86%

85% less time spent on  
managing problems*

54% OF PROBLEMS RESOLVED 
BEYOND STORAGE*

* Based on HPE Nimble Storage’s installed base
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Make the complex simple
By leveraging all available data, InfoSight not only 
simplifies the management of your IT infrastructure, but 
also gives you security recommendations, tells you how you 
can improve performance and helps you plan for the future by 
monitoring your bandwidth needs. And, thanks to its cloud-based 
nature, it’s easier than ever for you to take advantage of all of  
this information.

Infrastructure innovation
Traditional infrastructure wasn’t built to effectively deal with the data that 
businesses now produce, so IT departments are increasingly having to react 
to problems rather than proactively utilise the available technology. Because HPE 
Infosight can analyse millions of sensors every minute, your system will not only get 
smarter but also more reliable, meaning you can now attribute resources to high-yield 
projects instead of infrastructure management.
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As a trusted partner of HPE, and with a proven track record of delivering and supporting successful Infosight 
deployments, you can be sure we’re the perfect people to help you meet your infrastructure demands.

We have the expertise to deliver and manage HPE technology that automates and optimises data centres across 
multiple industry sectors and use cases - we’ve even helped major retailers keep pace with Amazon by improving 
their infrastructure management, in turn increasing efficiency and enabling retail transformation.

Get in touch today and organise a meeting with one of our experts to learn how you can use Infosight to deliver  
superior solutions and improved customer experiences. You can also find out more at ultima.com/hpeinfosight

WHY ULTIMA?

LEARN HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS’ EXPERIENCES AT
ultima.com/hpeinfosight

Global visibility into 
server and storage 
infrastructure

Predictive analytics  
driving analysis, detection,  
prevention and resolution

Recommendation 
engine


